
New dot2 software release 1.3.1.4 out now: Massive improvements

MA Lighting are proud to announce the next level of intuitive lighting control software for the dot2 console series
incorporating a host of new and exciting features. The dot2 software release allows users to work even faster
and more intuitively than ever before.

The new 1.3 dot2 software features a Web remote facility, allowing important remote functionality from any
device with a web-browser, either wireless or cabled. More master speed faders are included allowing increased
flexibility for live playback speed adjustment. Increased effects functionality with instant access to groups and
blocks allow for faster adjustments of any effect. High priority playbacks for specific fader arrangement for
houselights or key lights to control individually at any time and many more enhancements are also now included.

The new dot2 software now allows freely assignable sACN and Art-Net universes for DMX over Ethernet output
as well as for DMX remote in. Additionally, a new version of the Fixture builder with enhanced access to the
fixture settings itself allows for much more detailed adjustments of each fixture.

Intuitive operation is the core of the dot2 philosophy and with a comprehensive set of connectivity hardware on
all console models, the dot2 range is suitable for most theatre, touring, corporate, television and education
lighting environments. The easy to operate dot2 software is available in multiple languages and provides on-
board Help and Direct Hints to guide a new user to operate the console to its full potential. A full range of clever
programming and playback features provide intuitive access to advanced functionality.

This release also includes additional pre-defined position effects and several important bug-fixes. The software
is available as a free download here:

www.ma-dot2.com/en/software-download/
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